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In the fast-paced world of cryptocurrency, innovation and adaptability lead the path to success. The Bitcoin ETF Token (BTCETF) is not just another cryptocurrency; it's a visionary project anticipating the imminence of Bitcoin ETFs. As an ERC-20 token built on the Ethereum blockchain, BTCETF capitalizes on the expected approval and launch of Bitcoin ETFs, providing a unique opportunity for its community to potentially reap the benefits of these significant events in the cryptocurrency sphere. This whitepaper details the mechanics, strategies, and unique features that make BTCETF a standout project in the crypto landscape.
The concept of a Bitcoin Exchange-Traded Fund (ETF) has been the center of attention for investors for several years. A Bitcoin ETF simplifies investment in Bitcoin by allowing stock market traders to purchase shares representing the digital asset through traditional brokerage accounts. This method eliminates the technical complexities associated with buying and storing Bitcoin directly.

Global investment leaders like BlackRock have lent credibility to the inevitability of Bitcoin ETFs, signaling a future rush of approval and launch of various ETFs by regulatory bodies like the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The approval of these ETFs could unlock billions of dollars into the crypto market, making this a critical juncture for investment.
The presale phase of BTCETF is crucial, designed to establish a robust community foundation. During this stage, 40% of the total tokens (840,000,000 BTCETF) are made available, ensuring a fair distribution. The presale price is set at $0.005 per token, with an initial market cap of $12,390,000, providing early supporters with an advantageous entry point before any ETF approval frenzy begins.
BTCETF is not only an anticipatory measure for the Bitcoin ETF rush but also a utility token allowing holders to earn rewards through staking. A quarter of the total token supply is allocated to staking rewards, encouraging investors to hold and stake their tokens, thus promoting network security and stability. The staking mechanism details, including reward calculations and periods, will be outlined on the official platform, ensuring transparency and trust in the process.
The structure of BTCETF’s tokenomics is crafted to strategically decrease supply and add value for token holders. The total token supply is 2,100,000,000 BTCETF, distributed across various sectors including presale, staking rewards, liquidity, and token burning.

- **Presale** 40%
- **Staking** 25%
- **Burn** 25%
- **Liquidity** 10%

BTCETF implements a burn tax of 5% on each transaction, contributing to a decrease in token supply over time, and aims to burn 25% of the total token supply as the project reaches predefined milestones. This deflationary strategy is designed to reward long-term holders and reduce sell pressure.
Presale: The Birth of BTCETF

Our first focus is to gather the BTCETF community and raise awareness about our aim to fill everybody’s bags before the first Bitcoin ETF approval. A fair presale establishes a strong community.

Pre-Launch: BTCETF Marketing

During the presale phase we are initiating marketing that highlights why people need to hold BTCETF tokens as well as BTC before the SEC approves the first Bitcoin ETF, emphasizing its significance.

BTCETF Launch and 5% Burn Tax

After launching on DEX, a token burning mechanism reduces the token supply with each transaction, increasing scarcity. Transaction tax decreases by 1% each time a Bitcoin ETF milestone is reached.

25% Token Supply Burn Over Time

A total of 25% of the token supply of BTCETF is burned and removed from circulation as Bitcoin matures in the market - 5% of the total supply is burned for every BTCETF milestone passed.
BTCETF’s roadmap is a timeline of strategic phases and milestones, beginning with the presale and leading up to key events in the Bitcoin and global financial market space. The project’s success is tied to these milestones:

**01 $100M Trading Volume**
This is the first recognition of BTCETF’s market presence. Once total trading volume for BTCETF reaches $100 million, 5% of the total token supply will be burned. Transaction tax will also reduce from 5% to 4%.

**02 First ETF Approval**
This is the moment the entire market is waiting for, when the SEC finally approves the first Bitcoin ETF. This will be a pivotal moment that is likely to enhance BTCETF’s standing. 5% of the total token supply will be burned and transaction tax will reduce from 4% to 3%.

**03 ETF Launch Date**
This is the realization of the Bitcoin ETF’s impact on the market. On the date the first Bitcoin ETF goes live for trading, 5% of the total BTCETF token supply will be burned and transaction tax will reduce from 3% to 2%.
**04 ETF Assets $1 Billion**

A milestone signifying widespread adoption. When the total assets under management (AUM) for Bitcoin ETFs reaches a value of $1 billion across the market, 5% of the total BTCETF token supply will be burned and transaction tax will reduce from 2% to 1%.

**05 $100K BTC Price**

Symbolic of Bitcoin’s strength and stability, when the price of one Bitcoin closes a daily candle above $100,000, 5% of the total BTCETF token supply will be burned and transaction tax will reduce from 1% to 0%.

At each milestone, 5% of the total BTCETF token supply is burned, reducing the number of tokens in circulation and potentially increasing the token’s value, benefiting its holders.
This whitepaper is for informational purposes only and does not constitute investment advice. Prospective participants should consult their financial advisors before making decisions. Investment in cryptocurrencies comes with high risks, including volatile market price swings or flash crashes, and the risk of losing your investment. Compliance with local laws and regulations is at the responsibility of the participant.

The team behind BTCETF does not guarantee any profits and shall not be liable for any loss of investments. Participants are only allowed to purchase BTCETF with legal tender or other cryptocurrencies accepted by the BTCETF team. All entities and individuals are forbidden from using BTCETF for any illegal activity.